
1. Introduction
The Pacific Walker circulation (WC) is an atmospheric zonal circulation over the equatorial Pacific Ocean. The 
WC transports energy from the West Pacific to the East Pacific (Trenberth & Stepaniak, 2003) in response to 
differing sea surface temperatures (SSTs) and net energy input to the atmosphere over the West and East Pacific. 
The WC can strongly influence precipitation over the tropical Pacific and also has nonlocal impacts. It is associ-
ated with a zonal surface pressure gradient over the Pacific Ocean, whose interannual variability comprises the 
Southern Oscillation. In addition to influencing the extratropical climate, it can respond to extratropical forcing 
(Kang et al., 2020). How the WC responds to a warming climate has been assessed using a combination of theory, 
observations, historical model trends, and model projections. Together, these lines of evidence give an unclear 
picture of the response of the WC to warming.

Abstract The response of the Pacific Walker circulation (WC) to long-term warming remains uncertain. 
Here, we diagnose contributions to the WC response in comprehensive and idealized general circulation 
model (GCM) simulations. We find that the spread in WC response is substantial across both the Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) and the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) 
models, implicating differences in atmospheric models in the spread in projected WC strength. Using a moist 
static energy (MSE) budget, we evaluate the contributions to changes in the WC strength related to changes 
in gross moist stability (GMS), horizontal MSE advection, radiation, and surface fluxes. We find that the 
multimodel mean WC weakening is mostly related to changes in GMS and radiation. Furthermore, the spread 
in WC response is related to the spread in GMS and radiation responses. The GMS response is potentially 
sensitive to parameterized convective entrainment which can affect lapse rates and the depth of convection. 
We thus investigate the role of entrainment in setting the GMS response by varying the entrainment rate in 
an idealized GCM. The idealized GCM is run with a simplified Betts-Miller convection scheme, modified 
to represent entrainment. The weakening of the WC with warming in the idealized GCM is dampened when 
higher entrainment rates are used. However, the spread in GMS responses due to differing entrainment rates is 
much smaller than the spread in GMS responses across CMIP6 models. Therefore, further work is needed to 
understand the large spread in GMS responses across CMIP6 and AMIP models.

Plain Language Summary The Walker circulation (WC), an east-west circulation over the tropical 
Pacific, has an uncertain response to climate warming. We diagnose contributions to the WC response in 
climate models. We find that the spread in WC responses is similar across atmosphere-only models as across 
models with both an atmosphere and ocean, implicating the atmosphere in the spread in WC response. We 
find that the WC response and its spread across models are mostly related to changes in gross moist stability 
(GMS) and radiation. The GMS measures the propensity of the atmospheric circulation to export energy, and it 
is influenced by the vertical structure of temperature and winds. Changes in atmospheric radiation, especially 
those associated with clouds, amplify the effects of changes in GMS on the WC. The GMS is affected by an 
uncertain parameter in climate models, the entrainment rate. The entrainment rate controls how much clouds 
mix with their environment. Using an idealized climate model, we learn that the weakening of the WC response 
is dampened with higher entrainment rates. However, the effect of different entrainment rates is too small to 
explain the large spread in GMS and WC responses across models; further work is needed to understand this 
large spread.
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Observational and reanalysis products going back only a few decades indicate a strengthening of the WC, while 
observations over a longer record indicate a weakening (L’Heureux et al., 2013; Sohn et al., 2016; Tokinaga 
et al., 2012; Vecchi et al., 2006; Wills et al., 2022). This discrepancy may be explained by the large role of inter-
nal variability which means that long time periods are needed to evaluate trends in the WC (Vecchi et al., 2006). 
Coupled climate model trends over the historical period of observed WC strengthening are mixed, with some 
models indicating a weakening and others indicating a strengthening, though no model strengthens to the same 
extent as observations (Sohn et al., 2016). Projections of a warm 21st century climate almost unanimously indi-
cate a WC weakening, but with substantial spread in the degree of weakening (Vecchi & Soden, 2007).

There are a number of proposed mechanisms for the response of the WC to warming, some of which suggest 
a weakening and some of which suggest a strengthening. Tropical convective mass fluxes are constrained to 
weaken overall with warming because precipitation increases at a slower rate than specific humidity, which 
increases at a rate set by the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship (Held & Soden, 2006). However, it is not clear 
that local changes in the WC must follow overall changes in convective mass fluxes (Merlis & Schneider, 2011). 
Knutson and Manabe (1995) found a weakening of the WC in projections despite an increase in precipitation in 
the ascent region. Increases in dry static stability, which are the result of changes in moist adiabatic lapse rate, are 
implicated in this weakening (Knutson & Manabe, 1995; Ma et al., 2012; Sohn et al., 2016). Further, differential 
increases in evaporative damping between the warm West Pacific and cool East Pacific weaken the SST gradi-
ent (Knutson & Manabe, 1995). Additionally, increased CO2 directly weakens the tropical circulation through 
differences in masking of the CO2 radiative forcing by deep clouds and water vapor between tropical ascent and 
descent regions (Merlis, 2015).

In contrast, an ocean dynamical thermostat mechanism, changes in anthropogenic aerosols, and southern 
ocean cooling may contribute a strengthening of the zonal SST gradient with warming (Clement et al., 1996; 
Hartmann, 2022; Heede & Fedorov, 2021). The ocean dynamical thermostat mechanism, which was proposed 
using a highly idealized ocean model, describes a transient strengthening of the zonal SST gradient through (a) 
upwelling of relatively cool water in the equatorial East Pacific, thereby increasing the zonal SST gradient, and 
(b) increases in surface easterly winds which further increase this gradient (Clement et al., 1996). An analysis of 
coupled GCMs from CMIP3 found the upwelling portion of the mechanism to be operating but not the atmos-
pheric portion of the mechanism because the surface easterly winds tend to weaken in the models, and the net 
effect is a slight weakening of the zonal SST gradient (DiNezio et al., 2009). Further, analysis of changes in 
historical Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) simulations from 1950 to 2014 suggests a relative 
cooling of the equatorial East Pacific due to changes in aerosols, contributing an initial strengthening tendency of 
the WC (Heede & Fedorov, 2021). Additionally, cooling of the southern ocean is linked with cooling of the trop-
ical East Pacific, and may contribute to the observed strengthening of the zonal SST gradient (Hartmann, 2022).

Here we seek to understand the spread in WC response across GCM projections through an energetic approach. 
A moist static energy (MSE) budget approach has previously been used to study tropical circulations (Chou & 
Neelin, 2004; Neelin & Held, 1987). We are particularly motivated by the study of Wills et al. (2017) which used 
an MSE budget to analyze the response of the WC to warming in simulations with an idealized GCM. Wills 
et al. (2017) found that the WC strength varies inversely with the gross moist stability (GMS) across a range of 
climates. Gross moist stability measures the efficiency of a circulation in exporting energy (Neelin & Held, 1987; 
Raymond et al., 2009). Gross moist stability has the advantage over the dry static stability, which has previously 
been used to explain changes in the WC (Knutson & Manabe, 1995; Sohn et al., 2016), that it can account for 
both dry adiabatic cooling and convective heating associated with ascent, and thus can be used in both the ascent 
and descent regions of the WC. For a given zonal gradient of net energetic input to the atmosphere, we expect an 
increase in GMS with warming to correspond to a weaker WC (Wills et al., 2017). In general, we expect the GMS 
to increase with warming owing predominantly to an increase in tropopause height (Chou et al., 2013). In the 
observed atmosphere and in more realistic simulations, we expect a more complicated relationship between GMS 
and WC responses than in the idealized simulations of Wills et al. (2017). Nonetheless, we also find an inverse 
relationship between WC response and changes in GMS in CMIP6 and Atmospheric Model Intercomparison 
Project (AMIP) models.

The close relationship we find between the responses of WC strength and GMS across CMIP6 and AMIP simu-
lations warrants further investigation into the response of GMS to warming. We focus on the role of convective 
entrainment in setting the response of the WC and GMS. In general, entrainment is the process by which a 
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cloud or buoyant plume mixes with the environment. Increasing entrainment affects GMS by (a) steepening the 
temperature lapse rate and (b) increasing the top-heaviness of vertical velocity profiles (Held et al., 2007; Singh 
& Neogi, 2022; Singh & O’Gorman, 2013). However, it is difficult to represent entrainment in GCMs because it 
occurs on subgrid scales and is difficult to measure directly (Romps, 2010). Following Wills et al. (2017), we use 
an idealized GCM (Frierson et al., 2006; O’Gorman & Schneider, 2008) with a simplified Betts-Miller (SBM) 
convection scheme (Frierson, 2007) to study the response of the WC to warming. Here we modify the SBM 
scheme to represent entrainment so that we can evaluate the role of entrainment in the WC and GMS changes 
across climates.

This paper has two aims: (a) diagnose the contributions to the mean and spread of the WC response to warming 
in CMIP6 and AMIP simulations using an MSE budget, and (b) evaluate the influence of entrainment on WC 
strength and its response to warming in simulations with an idealized GCM. We address the first aim in Section 2 
and the second aim in Section 3. We discuss and conclude in Section 4.

2. Response of WC to Warming in CMIP6 and AMIP Simulations
2.1. WC Decomposition Using GMS and the MSE Budget

We diagnose the contributions to the response of the WC to warming across CMIP6 and AMIP models. We 
use monthly data of each variable and then take the time and spatial average of calculated terms in a given 
climate before calculating the difference between warm and control climates. For the CMIP6 simulations, 
“control climate” refers to the historical experiment for the years 1970–1999 and “warm climate” refers to the 
SSP5-8.5 experiment for the years 2070–2099. For the AMIP simulations, “control climate” refers to the “amip” 
experiment for the years 1979–2014 and “warm climate” refers to the “amip-future4K” experiment for the years 
1979–2014. The same ensemble member is used for both control and warm experiments. The imposed SST 
field of the “amip-future4K” experiment is of a simulated warming, including a change in pattern derived from 
coupled model experiments. The imposed SST field in “amip” experiments is the same across models. The 
imposed SST field in “amip-future4K” experiments is the same across models. We use one model from each 
modeling center, matching the AMIP and CMIP6 models where possible. Some models were eventually excluded 
from the analysis for missing data or excessive spectral ringing. The models used here are shown in Table S1 in 
Supporting Information S1. Tropical-mean skin temperature warming from 20°S to 20°N is used to normalize 
throughout (i.e., to calculate rates of change in % K −1).

We develop a framework for diagnosing contributions to changes in WC strength using the MSE budget. The 
WC strength is measured by −𝐴𝐴 𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 = −𝑝𝑝−1𝑠𝑠 ∫ 𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 where ps is surface pressure, ω is vertical velocity in 
pressure coordinates, the overbar indicates a vertical average in pressure over the depth of the atmosphere, and 
w−e denotes a horizontal average over a western Pacific box minus a horizontal average over an eastern Pacific 
box. We use the same boxes as Vecchi et al. (2006) when evaluating the CMIP6 and AMIP models. That is, both 
boxes extend from 5°S to 5°N. The western Pacific box extends from 80°E to 160°E and the eastern Pacific box 
extends from 160°W to 80°W. The western Pacific box includes a small portion of the Indian ocean. WC strength 
is calculated by taking spatial and time averages of monthly ω to create two profiles: one for the western box and 
one for the eastern box. These profiles are then vertically integrated and differences between west and east are 
taken. For figures and results including the idealized GCM, we will refer to “ascent region” and “descent region” 
instead of “western box” and “eastern box,” but these should be interpreted equivalently.

We difference the MSE budget in the time average between the western and eastern boxes to give
⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

≈ −⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜕⟩𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 +𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 + 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒, (1)

where 𝐴𝐴 ⟨⋅⟩ indicates a mass-weighted vertical integral, the subscript w−e indicates the difference between western 
and eastern boxes, u are horizontal winds, R is the sum of net longwave and shortwave radiative fluxes into the 
atmosphere (including at both the surface and top of atmosphere (TOA)), S is the sum of upward surface fluxes 
of latent and sensible heat, and h = cpT + gz + Lq is MSE where cp is the heat capacity of dry air, T is tempera-
ture, g is acceleration due to gravity, z is height, L is latent heat of vapourization, and q is specific humidity. All 
four terms in Equation 1 are implicitly taken to be time averages in a given climate assuming a statistical steady 
state, and we are neglecting sub-monthly eddy terms, whose differences between climates are small (not shown).
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There are numerous definitions of GMS in the literature. Similar to Wills et al.  (2017), a definition of GMS 
appropriate for the WC is used here, denoted GMSwc. GMSwc is the ratio of vertical advection of MSE, differ-
enced between the western and eastern boxes, to the WC strength and is given by

GMSwc ≡ −𝑔𝑔

⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

. (2)

We further introduce 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

 as the shape of the vertical-velocity profile to give the simple form

GMSwc = −𝑔𝑔

⟨
�̂�𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

, (3)

so that GMSwc can be thought of as depending on the shape of the vertical velocity profile and the MSE strati-
fication, rather than directly on the WC strength. Our definition of GMSwc is similar to what Wills et al. (2017) 
calls GMS or 𝐴𝐴  with two differences. First, instead of taking a zonal anomaly, we take the difference between 
the western and eastern Pacific boxes. Second, we use a different definition of WC strength. Wills et al. (2017) 
define the WC strength by the zonally-anomalous vertical velocity at the level of its maximum, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴∗

max . Instead, we 
use vertically averaged ω and the difference between the western and eastern Pacific boxes, as described above.

In order to derive a diagnostic expression for WC strength from the MSE budget, we combine Equations 1 and 2 
to give

−𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≈ 𝑔𝑔
−⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇ℎ⟩𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 +𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 + 𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

GMSwc

. (4)

Considering a perturbation due to climate change gives an expression for the fractional change in WC strength as 
a function of changes in GMSwc, horizontal MSE advection, radiation, and surface heat fluxes:

𝛿𝛿𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≈ −𝛿𝛿GMSwc −
Δ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇ℎ⟩𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨

𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

+
Δ𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

+
Δ𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

. (5)

Here and throughout the paper, Δ indicates a response to warming, δ is the fractional response to warming 
given by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =

Δ𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴
 . We evaluate X in the denominator as the average between the control and warm climates and 

𝐴𝐴

⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

 in Equation 5 is also evaluated as the average between the control and warm climates to avoid cross 
terms. Therefore no additional approximations are introduced between Equations 4 and 5. Equation 5 is evaluated 
by first calculating the energy budget terms of Equation 1, then climatologies for each month of the year taken 
for each term, then differences between climates are taken where applicable, and then spatial and annual means 
are taken for the western and eastern Pacific boxes. Lastly, the terms in Equation 5 are evaluated. The terms 
on the right-hand side (RHS) of Equation 5 are the contributions to the WC response from changes in GMSwc, 
horizontal advection, radiation, and surface heat fluxes, respectively. Equations 1, 4, and 5 are approximations to 
the extent that there are errors due to, for example, finite differencing in calculating advection terms and neglect 
of sub-monthly eddy terms. The neglect of sub-monthly eddy terms introduces a substantial residual in a given 
climate (Equation 4) but only a small residual for the differences between climates (Equation 5).

We further decompose the radiation contribution into a contribution from changes in WC strength and a contri-
bution not related to changes in WC strength using a linear regression of radiation as a function of WC strength. 
The regression is taken across the 12 climatological monthly means for each model and climate and is given by

𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≈ 𝑟𝑟1𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 +𝑅𝑅0, (6)

where r1 and R0 are regression coefficients. Having fit r1 and R0 using the seasonal cycle, we now return to the 
average over all months in each climate and take the difference between climates to give

Δ𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≈ 𝑟𝑟1Δ𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 + Δ𝑟𝑟1𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 + Δ𝑅𝑅0. (7)
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We continue to use averages between control and warm climates for terms that are not differences between 
climates so that no cross terms are introduced between Equations 6 and 7. The first term on the RHS is interpreted 
as the contribution to ΔRw−e which is linked with changes in WC strength, and the sum of the last two terms on 
the RHS is interpreted as the contribution to ΔRw−e which is not linked with changes in WC strength.

2.2. WC Response and Decomposition in CMIP6

In order to diagnose contributions to changes in WC strength in coupled GCMs, we apply the decomposition 
given by Equation 5 to each CMIP6 model. Figure 1a shows the decomposition in the multimodel mean and the 
spread across models, and Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 shows the decomposition in individual CMIP6 
models. We find that the WC weakens in all models, with a weakening ranging from a 6 to 20% K −1. The multi-
model mean weakening of 12% K −1 is greater than the 5–10% K −1 estimated by Vecchi and Soden (2007) using 
changes in ω at 500 hPa and this is partly because we normalize by changes in tropical mean SST warming rather 
than global-mean surface warming as in Vecchi and Soden (2007).

Looking at Figure  1a and Figure S1 in Supporting Information  S1, we notice that the relative roles of each 
mechanism in setting the WC response can vary substantially across models, but a few important commonalities 
emerge. The response of GMSwc contributes a weakening of the WC in all models. That is, GMSwc increases with 
warming in all models, consistent with Chou et al. (2013). The contribution from changes in GMSwc ranges from 

Figure 1. Contributions to multimodel mean response of Walker circulation (WC) to warming in (a) Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) and (b) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations. WC response 
(gray) is the sum of the contributions from each term on the right-hand side of Equation 5. The radiation contribution in (c) 
CMIP6 and (d) AMIP is decomposed into the portion that is linked to WC strength (dark blue) and the portion that is not 
linked with WC strength (dark orange). The radiation decomposition is performed using the seasonal cycle and Equation 7. 
The whiskers cover the entire spread across models for each term.
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a weakening of 4–18% K −1. The total radiation contribution also contributes 
a  weakening in all models, ranging from a weakening of 1–18% K −1. The 
total radiation contribution is well approximated by the sum of the WC-linked 
and not WC-linked portions, with the WC-linked portion dominating in the 
multimodel mean (Figure 1c). Thus, the weakening contribution from radi-
ation in the multimodel mean is largely due to an amplifying feedback of 
radiation on WC response (cf. Peters and Bretherton  (2005)). Looking at 
Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1, EC-Earth3 is an outlier model for 
the radiation contribution but it is not an outlier for WC response because this 
model has a small contribution from GMSwc changes. If the EC-Earth3 model 
is neglected, the radiation contribution has a spread of 1–11% K −1.

2.3. WC Response and Decomposition in AMIP

In order to isolate the atmospheric contribution to the spread in WC response, 
we analyze the response of the WC in AMIP simulations using the “amip” 
and “amip-future4K” experiments. Recall that all of the “amip” experi-
ments have the same imposed SST distribution as one another and all of the 
“amip-future4K” experiments have the same imposed SST distribution as 
one another, so these experiments isolate the role of the atmosphere in caus-
ing intermodel differences independent from differences in SST.

As we did with the CMIP6 models, we apply the decomposition given by Equation 5 to each AMIP model. 
Figure 1b shows the decomposition in the multimodel mean and the spread across models, and Figure S2 in 
Supporting Information  S1 shows the decomposition in individual AMIP models. Even with the same SST 
response across models, there is spread in the weakening response of the WC from 8 to 20% K −1 which is similar 
to the range for the CMIP6 simulations which are coupled with interactive oceans. Similar to the CMIP6 simu-
lations, the WC response is dominated by changes in GMSwc and radiation; both contribute a weakening in all 
AMIP simulations. The contribution from changes in GMSwc range from a weakening of 6–19% K −1, while the 
contribution from changes in radiation range from a weakening of 3–8% K −1. The range of radiation contributions 
is not much smaller than that of the CMIP6 models when the outlier EC-Earth3 model, which does not appear in 
AMIP, is removed from CMIP6. Further, the radiation contribution is dominated by changes in the WC-linked 
portion in the multimodel mean (Figure 1d). The spread due to changes in surface heat fluxes is larger in AMIP 
than in CMIP6, which may be the result of artificially imposing SSTs. While the substantial spread in WC 
response across AMIP models does not rule out some role for the ocean in setting the spread in CMIP6, it does 
suggest an important role of the atmosphere in setting the spread in CMIP6 response.

2.4. Models With CMIP and AMIP Equivalents

Our results so far indicate that the spread in WC responses across CMIP6 models is comparable to the spread 
across AMIP models. However, the two ensembles consist of different sets of models. There are nine models 
with both AMIP and CMIP6 counterparts. Figure 2 compares the WC responses for these nine models. The WC 
responses are positively correlated between AMIP and CMIP6 with a correlation coefficient of 0.33. The positive 
correlation suggests atmospheric processes active in AMIP are contributing to some of the spread in CMIP6 
models. Further, the models are evenly distributed above and below the one-to-one line, which suggests that there 
is not a single mechanism associated with ocean-atmosphere coupling, such as the Bjerknes feedback, causing 
differences of a consistent sign between CMIP6 models and their AMIP counterparts.

2.5. Contributions of Western and Eastern Boxes

We also decompose each term in Equation 5 into contributions from changes over the West and East Pacific. 
Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 show this decomposition for CMIP6 models, and Figure S4 in Support-
ing Information S1 show this decomposition for AMIP models. In both CMIP6 and AMIP models, changes in 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 have weakening contributions from changes over both the West and East Pacific, with a larger contribution 
from the East Pacific in the multimodel mean. In both ensembles, the radiation response over the West Pacific 

Figure 2. Scatterplot of Walker circulation responses in Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project and Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project 
simulations for the nine models that are present in both ensembles. The black 
line is a reference line with a slope of 1.
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contributes a weakening in all models and the GMSwc response over the East Pacific contributes a weakening in 
all models. Gross moist stability also contributes a weakening over the West Pacific in the multimodel mean and 
in most models. The radiation contribution over the East Pacific is uncertain.

2.6. Relationship Between WC and GMSwc Responses

Given their large contributions, we investigate the roles of changes in GMSwc and radiation on WC strength in 
the remainder of Section 2.

We expect GMSwc to vary inversely with WC strength because a larger increase in GMS indicates a larger weak-
ening of the atmospheric circulation for a given energetic forcing. Figure 3 shows that the relationship between 
responses of WC strength and GMSwc in CMIP6 and AMIP models are consistent with this expectation: the WC 
weakens and GMSwc increases in all models, with a tendency for greater weakening of the WC with a greater 
increase in GMSwc. The correlation coefficient is −0.71 across the CMIP6 models and −0.91 across the AMIP 
models. Most models fall below the line through the origin with a slope of −1 because changes in radiation also 
contribute to a weakening of the WC. There is a greater spread in the radiation contribution across CMIP6 models 
than AMIP models (Figure 1), so the correlation between GMSwc response and WC response is lower across 
CMIP6 models than across AMIP models. The outlier CMIP6 model located near (6, −20) is EC-Earth3, which 
has the largest radiation contribution of any CMIP6 model (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

Figure 3 also shows a measure of the standard error of the WC response for each model. The WC response in 
Figure 3 is shown as the fractional change in WC strength normalized by surface temperature response, given by 

𝐴𝐴 100

(
Δ�̄�𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

�̄�𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

)
∕Δ𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 . We calculate the standard error of the change in WC strength, 𝐴𝐴 Δ�̄�𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 , as 𝐴𝐴

√
std(�̄�𝜔𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 )
2
+std(�̄�𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑐𝑐

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒)
2

√
𝑛𝑛

 , 
where n is the number of simulation years in each climate and std () indicates a standard deviation across model 
years. This standard error calculation assumes WC strength is independent between different model years and 
climates. We then normalize by multiplying by 𝐴𝐴 100∕(�̄�𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒∕Δ𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠) so that the standard error has the same units as 
the plotted value. The standard errors are sufficiently small that we can be sure that the intermodel spread in WC 
response is not just due to unforced variability.

Figure 3. Relationship between responses of GMSwc and Walker circulation (WC) strength for (a) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project and (b) Atmospheric Model 
Intercomparison Project simulations. The error bars indicate a measure of the standard error of the WC response calculated as described in Section 2.6. The black lines 
are reference lines with slopes of −1.
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Wills et al. (2017) showed a similar inverse relationship between WC strength and GMS in idealized GCM simu-
lations. The strong anticorrelation between responses of WC strength and GMSwc indicates that the WC-GMS 
relationship holds in more complex simulations and warrants further investigation into the response of GMSwc 
to warming.

2.7. GMSwc Decomposition

In order to better understand the response of GMSwc to warming in CMIP6 and AMIP models, we decompose the 
GMSwc response into contributions due to changes in vertical velocity and MSE profiles. Looking at Equation 3, 
the fractional change in GMSwc with warming has contributions from changes in the shape of the vertical velocity 
profile 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 and changes in the MSE profile through ∂h/∂p as follows:

𝛿𝛿GMSWC ≈

⟨
Δ�̂�𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨
�̂�𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

+

⟨
�̂�𝜔Δ

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨
�̂�𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

. (8)

There is a small residual because monthly climatologies of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 and ∂h/∂p are used in calculating the numerator.

Figures 4a, 4b, 4d, and 4e compare ascent-region MSE profiles and their response to warming in CMIP6 and 
AMIP models. The response of surface MSE is subtracted from each response profile since it is the vertical 
gradient of MSE which affects GMS. For the CMIP6 and AMIP models, profiles are averaged over the area of the 
western Pacific box. Figures 5a, 5b, 5d, and 5e compare 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profiles and their response to warming. All response 
profiles are normalized by tropical-mean SST warming. Figure 4 reveals that MSE increases with warming and 

Figure 4. Ascent-region moist static energy (MSE) profiles (a–c) and their response to warming (d–f) in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) (a, d), 
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (b, e), and the idealized general circulation model (GCM) (c, f). In panels (d–f), surface MSE responses for each 
profile is subtracted so that all profiles go through zero at the surface. The response profiles (d–f) are normalized by the tropical-mean sea surface temperature response. 
CMIP6 and AMIP profiles are in pressure coordinates and idealized profiles are in sigma coordinates. CMIP6 and AMIP profiles are averaged over the ascent region 
of the Walker circulation defined here as the western box, and idealized GCM profiles are averaged over the boundary of the ascent region to be consistent with the 
boundary GMSwc introduced in Section 3.5 (see text for details).
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Figure 5 reveals that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profiles have a tendency to shift upward with warming consistent with the increase in 
tropopause height and the upward shift of the general circulation with warming (Singh & O’Gorman, 2012).

The results of the decomposition of δGMSwc from Equation 8 are shown for the multimodel means in Figure 6, 
for each CMIP6 model in Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1, and for each AMIP model in Figure S6 in 
Supporting Information S1. The 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 contribution is positive and considerably larger in magnitude than the MSE 
profile contribution for both CMIP6 and AMIP. The positive contribution from changes in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 is consistent with the 
increase in GMS from increasing tropopause height and the associated upward shift of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 (Chou et al., 2013; Wills 
et al., 2017). We also see a partially-compensating negative contribution from changes in MSE profile. Changes 
in MSE profile are also influenced by the upward shift. Not taking into account the upward shift in all variables 
simultaneously is a limitation of the decomposition used here.

Using the definition of h = cpT + gz + Lq, the h profile contribution can be linearly decomposed into contribu-
tions from changes in temperature (T), geopotential height (z) and specific humidity (q). Further, the changes in 
specific humidity can be decomposed into its contributions from changes in saturation specific humidity (qsat) 
and relative humidity (RH), according to Δq ≈ ΔRHqsat + RH Δqsat, where again there is a small residual since 
climatologies of each term are used. Figure 6, Figures S2, and S4 in Supporting Information S1 show that changes 
in h profile tend to have small net contributions to changes in GMSwc, but this is the result of compensation 
between strong positive contributions from changes in T and z and a strong negative contribution from changes 
in specific humidity. The contribution from changes in specific humidity, which acts to decrease the GMSwc, is 
mostly the result of changes in saturation specific humidity. Note that our contributions from changes in T, z, 
and q assume constant 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 , and thus our contributions differ from the contributions found in Wills et al. (2017) 

Figure 5. Profiles of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 (a–c) and their response to warming (d–f) in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) (a, 
d), Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) (b, e), and the idealized general circulation model (GCM) (c, f). The 
response profiles (d–f) are normalized by the tropical-mean sea surface temperature response. CMIP6 and AMIP profiles 
are in pressure coordinates and idealized GCM profiles are in sigma coordinates. All profiles represent the average over the 
ascent region minus the average over the descent region (see text for details). For the CMIP6 and AMIP simulations, the 
ascent and descent regions are the western and eastern boxes, respectively.
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in which the increase in tropopause height was included. Figure 6 also shows that intermodel spread in changes 
in both the MSE profile and the shape of the vertical velocity profile contribute to the intermodel spread in the 
GMS response.

2.8. Relationship Between WC and Radiation Responses

Radiation responses contribute a weakening of the WC in all AMIP and CMIP models. Figures 1c and 1d show 
that the WC-linked portion of the radiation response dominates over the portion not linked with the WC. We 
further decompose the radiation contribution into TOA and surface contributions, shortwave (SW) and longwave 
(LW) contributions, and clear-sky and cloud-radiative effects (CRE), for a total of eight terms (Figures S7 and S8 
in Supporting Information S1). We further decompose these eight terms into their WC-linked and other contribu-
tions by adapting the regression used for Figure 1 (Figures S9 and S10 in Supporting Information S1).

Across CMIP6 and AMIP models, CRE dominates over clear-sky contributions in both magnitude and spread 
across models. In particular, the CRE of TOA LW, TOA SW, and surface SW are dominant with the largest inter-
model spread. For each of these three contributions, the WC-linked portion dominates across CMIP6 and AMIP 
models. These results suggest that changes in clouds associated with the WC dominate the spread in the radiation 
contribution across models and, in general, amplify the weakening of the WC with warming in models. That the 
radiation and circulation influence one another is consistent with the findings of Peters and Bretherton (2005) 
and Silvers and Robinson (2021).

Keeping in mind that CRE amplify the WC response, we next further investigate changes in GMSwc, which is 
the other primary contributor to the WC response. In particular, we examine the effect of convective entrainment 
in the GMSwc response given that convective entrainment can affect both the MSE profile and the shape of the 
vertical velocity profile.

Figure 6. Contributions to the multimodel mean response of GMSwc to warming in (a) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project and (b) Atmospheric Model 
Intercomparison Project simulations. The response of GMSwc to warming (gray) is decomposed into contributions from changes in shape of vertical velocity profile 
(light orange) and changes in moist static energy (MSE) (light blue) as in Equation 8. The MSE contribution is further decomposed into contributions from changes in 
temperature (green), geopotential height (yellow), and humidity (pink). The humidity contribution is further decomposed into contributions from changes in saturation 
specific humidity (dark blue) and relative humidity (dark orange). The whiskers cover the entire spread across models for each term.
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3. The Role of Entrainment in Setting GMS and WC Strength in Idealized GCM 
Simulations
3.1. Why Consider Entrainment?

In order to further evaluate the spread in WC strength response, we study the role of entrainment in setting the 
WC strength and its response to warming in an idealized GCM. Entrainment is a parameterized process which 
is difficult to quantify in observations. However, entrainment can have a substantial effect on the climate, espe-
cially in the tropics (Miyawaki et  al.,  2020; Singh & O’Gorman, 2013). Entrainment affects the temperature 
lapse rate: a higher entrainment rate tends to steepen the temperature lapse rate in the lower and mid troposphere 
in GCM simulations (Held et al., 2007; Keil et al., 2021). Variations in temperature lapse rate with entrainment 
will also affect specific humidity, and both the temperature and humidity profiles influence the MSE profile, a 
key portion of the GMS. Further, entrainment can increase the top-heaviness of vertical velocity profiles (Singh 
& Neogi, 2022) which again strongly influences the GMS (Inoue et al., 2021). Therefore, we test the effect of 
entrainment on the GMS and WC using idealized simulations with different values of an entrainment parameter. 
These idealized simulations allow us to establish a causal relationship between imposed changes in stratification 
(from changes in entrainment) and the effect on GMS and WC strength, and are thus complementary to the 
CMIP6 and AMIP results which are diagnostic. Other processes such as radiation also contribute to differences 
in the WC response and should be studied in future work.

3.2. Idealized GCM Simulations

Idealized simulations of the WC are run using an idealized moist atmospheric GCM based on the GFDL spectral 
dynamical core following Frierson et al. (2006) with details as in O’Gorman and Schneider (2008). The ideal-
ized GCM lacks land, a seasonal cycle, and cloud and water-vapor radiative feedbacks. The lower boundary is 
a thermodynamic mixed-layer ocean with a depth of 1 m. The horizontal convergence of the ocean energy flux 
is specified through a Q flux. There is a zonal-mean component of the Q flux with a maximum magnitude of 
30 W m −2 and a latitudinal width parameter of 16° following Equation 1 of Merlis and Schneider (2011). Through 
missing a cosine latitude factor, this zonal-mean Q flux formulation induces a small global-mean sink of energy 
(Merlis et al., 2013) which is not expected to strongly affect the results presented here.

Following Wills et al. (2017), the WC is driven by a zonally anomalous component of the Q flux with an ellip-
tic convergent region in the “western” hemisphere (leading to atmospheric ascent) and an equal and opposite 
divergent region (leading to atmospheric descent) in the “eastern” hemisphere, both centered on the equator. The 
zonally anomalous Q flux, Q*, has the form

𝑄𝑄∗
= 𝑄𝑄1exp

[
−
(𝜆𝜆 − 𝜆𝜆𝑊𝑊 )

2

2𝜎𝜎2

𝜆𝜆

−
𝜙𝜙2

2𝜎𝜎2

𝜙𝜙

]
−𝑄𝑄1exp

[
−
(𝜆𝜆 − 𝜆𝜆𝐸𝐸)

2

2𝜎𝜎2

𝜆𝜆

−
𝜙𝜙2

2𝜎𝜎2

𝜙𝜙

]
, (9)

where λ is longitude, ϕ is latitude, Q1 = 50 W m −2 is the amplitude of the zonally anomalous Q flux, λE = 270° 
is the longitude of the center of the descent region, λW = 90° is the longitude of the center of the ascent region, 
σλ = 12.5° is proportional to the zonal extent of the anomaly, and σϕ = 8° is proportional to the meridional extent 
of the anomaly. The sign of the zonally anomalous Q flux is modified from Wills et al. (2017) such that positive 
indicates a flux from ocean to atmosphere at steady state. The imposed zonally anomalous Q flux is plotted in 
Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1. We define the ascent region as the elliptic area within the 10 W m −2 
Q-flux contour and the descent region as the elliptic area within the −10 W m −2 Q-flux contour. We refer to these 
as “west” and “east” and continue to use the w−e subscript because the ascent region is meant to represent the 
West Pacific and the descent region is meant to represent the East Pacific.

The idealized simulations are spun up for 4 years, and the analysis is performed on the following 8 years of 
simulation output. The convection scheme is a modification of the SBM convection scheme of Frierson (2007), 
which relaxes temperature profiles to a moist adiabat and RH to 70% in convecting regions. Here, we modify the 
SBM scheme by introducing a non-dimensional entrainment parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 such that the convection scheme relaxes 
to the temperature profile of an entraining plume when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴 0. Our entraining SBM scheme reduces to the SBM 
convection scheme when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 0 . Details about the modification to represent entrainment are given in Appendix A.
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The longwave optical depth distribution is specified as a function of latitude and pressure and then scaled by 
a factor α (O’Gorman & Schneider, 2008). Two climates are simulated: a control climate with a default long-
wave optical depth (α = 1) and a warm climate with doubled longwave optical depth (α = 2). From the control 
to the warm climate there is a large warming with a global-mean SST increase of 11.2 K and a tropical-mean 
(20°S–20°N) SST increase of 9.1 K in the simulations without entrainment. We also considered additional α 
values and, consistent with Wills et al. (2017), we found that WC strength scales nearly linearly with temperature. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to compare our results (when normalized per K) to the CMIP6 and AMIP models with 
less warming. The ocean Q flux is held constant as the climate warms. We run the idealized model for simula-
tions of a control climate and a warm climate with four values of the entrainment parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 , for a total of eight 
simulations. The four values of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 are 0 (no entrainment), 0.125, 0.25, and 0.5.

3.3. Spread in MSE and 𝑨𝑨 �̂�𝝎 Profiles

Before evaluating responses of WC strength and GMS to warming across entrainment rates in the idealized GCM, 
it is useful to examine the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 and MSE profiles and their responses to warming (Figures 4 and 5) since these affect 
the GMS response. Figure 4 compares the ascent-region MSE profiles and their responses to warming in CMIP6 
models, AMIP models, and across entrainment rates in the idealized GCM. Recall that the response of surface 
MSE is subtracted from each profile since it is the vertical gradient of MSE which affects GMS. For the idealized 
GCM, MSE profiles are averaged over the boundary of the elliptic ascent region, consistent with the upcoming 
GMS analysis. Note that the gray radiation scheme used in the idealized GMS leads to biases in vertical temper-
ature structure as compared to more complex radiation schemes (Tan et al., 2019). These biases likely influence 
the MSE profiles in Figures 4c and 4f. Figure 5 compares 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profiles and their responses to warming in CMIP6 
models, AMIP models, and across entrainment rates in the idealized GCM. Recall that response profiles are 
normalized by tropical-mean SST warming.

Focusing on the sensitivity to entrainment in the idealized GCM, Figures 4c and 5c show that entrainment has 
a bigger effect in the warmer climate than in the control climate. The greater sensitivity to entrainment in a 
warmer climate is because entrainment in the convection scheme acts on the difference between the MSE of the 
environment and that of saturated rising air, and this difference is larger in the warm climate. Figure 4c reveals 
that increases in entrainment have a tendency to steepen the MSE lapse rate, especially in the lower troposphere, 
and that this steepening is greater in the warmer climate. Figure 5c reveals that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profiles have a tendency to shift 
upward with warming, and this upward shift is enhanced by convective entrainment. The enhancement in the 
upward shift of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 with higher entrainment rates is broadly consistent with Singh and Neogi (2022), who found 
that entrainment tends to make vertical velocity profiles more top heavy.

Comparing the idealized GCM to CMIP6 and AMIP, we find some important similarities in the response to warm-
ing including an increase in MSE, a steeping of the lapse rate of MSE in the lower troposphere, and an upward 
shift of the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profile. We also find that the spread in MSE profile response across entrainment rates in the ideal-
ized GCM is substantial and somewhat larger than the spread in MSE profile response across CMIP6 and AMIP 
models. We hypothesize that the sensitivity to entrainment in the upper troposphere may be exaggerated because 
the convection scheme used in the idealized simulation is based on a single plume with one fixed entrainment 
profile, whereas with a spectrum of plumes the air that reaches the upper-troposphere is only weakly affected by 
entrainment. Interestingly, the spread across control-climate MSE profiles in CMIP6 and AMIP models is larger 
than the spread across entrainment rates in the idealized GCM, but the opposite is true for the response of MSE 
profiles to warming. In contrast to the MSE profiles, we find that the spread in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 profile response across entrain-
ment rates in the idealized simulations is very small as compared to the spread in CMIP6 and AMIP simulations. 
Thus we expect 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 changes to play a much bigger role for the spread in GMS and WC response in CMIP6 and 
AMIP compared to the variation across entrainment rates in the idealized GCM simulations.

3.4. Sensitivity of WC Strength to Warming and Entrainment in Idealized Simulations

The WC strength is defined as the negative of the average value of ω in the ascent region minus the average value 
of ω over the descent region. Further, we estimate the uncertainty in WC strength by using the WC strength in 
each of the eight simulated years to calculate the standard error for the 8-year average. The WC strength and its 
standard error are plotted in Figure 7a for each of the idealized GCM simulations. In general, the WC is weaker 
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in the warm climate than in the control climate, consistent with the CMIP6 and AMIP simulations. WC strength 
increases with increasing entrainment in both climates, but the sensitivity to entrainment is greater in the warm 
climate. As a result, the WC weakens with warming more at lower entrainment rates than it does at higher 
entrainment rates. While entrainment does affect the response of the WC to warming, the spread due to variations 
in entrainment of 1.6% K −1 (Figure 8) is not as large as the spread due to differences across models in CMIP6 
(14% K −1) or AMIP (12% K −1). Figures 4 and 5 suggest that this is because variations in entrainment only capture 
the size of the spread in MSE profile response, but not the size of the spread in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 response. Further, this may be 
partly because radiative feedbacks are not as fully represented in the idealized model as they are in the CMIP6 

and AMIP models, and our analysis in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 suggests that they 
have an amplifying effect on the WC response.

3.5. GMS in Idealized Simulations

From Wills et al. (2017), the WC strength varies inversely with a GMS meas-
ure similar to GMSwc in this idealized GCM when entrainment is set to zero. 
Here we determine whether this relationship between WC strength and GMS 
responses holds with variations in entrainment. Looking at Equation 1, we 
notice that in the idealized simulations the sum of changes in Rw−e and Sw−e is 
negligible because the Q flux at the surface is fixed and changes in radiation 
are very nearly zonally uniform because the simulations do not have CRE 
or water vapor-radiative feedback. Therefore, the radiative and surface flux 
terms vanish from Equations 1 and 5 when applied to the idealized simula-
tions. Consequently, in the idealized simulations, Equation 5 reduces to

𝛿𝛿𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≃ −𝛿𝛿GMSwc −
Δ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇ℎ⟩𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒⟨

𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

, (10)

Figure 7. (a) Walker circulation (WC) strength versus entrainment for a control climate with default longwave optical 
depth (blue) and a warm climate with double longwave optical depth (red) in the idealized general circulation model (GCM) 
simulations. Error bars show the standard error. (b) Relationship between GMSwc response and WC response to warming and 
changes in entrainment in the idealized GCM simulations. Delta indicates the fractional change from the reference case of the 
control climate (α = 1) with zero entrainment 𝐴𝐴 (𝜖𝜖 = 0) . Filled circles indicate the response of GMSwc and open circles indicate 
the response of boundary GMSwc, where boundary GMSwc is defined by Equation 11. Black line is a reference line with 
slope of −1. Blue symbols indicate that the perturbed climate is a control climate and red symbols indicate that the perturbed 
climate is a warm climate.

Figure 8. Response of Walker circulation strength (gray) to warming 
compared with minus the response of boundary GMSwc (orange) in idealized 
general circulation model simulations with varying entrainment rates.
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where δ is a fractional response and Δ is a difference between simulations in response to warming or changes 
in entrainment parameter. Equation 10 is an excellent approximation, and thus there is an inverse relationship 
between WC strength and GMSwc if changes in the horizontal MSE advection term are small.

To evaluate the role of horizontal MSE advection, we compare changes in WC strength and GMSwc. Figure 7b 
shows that GMSwc response does not have the expected inverse relationship with WC response (although this does 
hold approximately for the zero entrainment case that was also considered by Wills et al. (2017)), indicating that 
changes in horizontal advection terms are important in Equation 10. This is problematic because although we 
have some understanding of how entrainment affects the vertical MSE advection term through MSE and vertical 
velocity profiles, we do not have a similar understanding for horizontal MSE advection. In order to reduce the 
role of horizontal advection in our analysis, we define a version of GMSwc appropriate for the WC in our idealized 
simulations called the “boundary GMSwc.”

The boundary GMSwc is defined using MSE averaged over the boundaries of the WC ascent and descent regions 
which are defined in our idealized simulations based on contours of the zonally anomalous Q flux (Q*). Between 
the surface and TOA, the Q* contours create an elliptic cylinder for each region. We define hb as the average value 
of h around the elliptic contour at each level and each time, so that hb does not vary in latitude or longitude. The 
boundary GMSwc, or 𝐴𝐴 GMS

𝑏𝑏
wc is then defined as

GMS
𝑏𝑏
wc

= −𝑔𝑔

⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

. (11)

Only MSE is averaged over the boundary to give hb. Terms with the subscript w−e are averaged over the areas of 
the elliptic ascent and descent regions. Intuitively, boundary GMSwc is helpful because it removes the effect of 
horizontal variations within the ascent and descent regions and focuses on the MSE variations on the boundaries 
of the ascent and descent regions that matter for export and import of energy out of and in to these regions.

To further see why the boundary GMSwc is helpful, we decompose h at a given vertical level as the sum of hb 
and a residual, h′ such that h = hb + h′. Considering the ascent region, the advection terms can now be written

⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤

+ ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜕⟩𝑤𝑤 =

⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤

+

⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕′

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤

+ ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜕′⟩𝑤𝑤, (12)

where we have used that hb does not vary horizontally. A similar result holds for the descent region. In order for 

𝐴𝐴

⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤

 to dominate the RHS, we need h′ advection, 𝐴𝐴

⟨
𝜔𝜔

𝜕𝜕𝜕′

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤

+ ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜕′⟩𝑤𝑤 = ⟨∇3d ⋅ (𝐮𝐮3d𝜕
′
)⟩𝑤𝑤 , to be negligible. 

By the divergence theorem, this will be the case if 𝐴𝐴 𝐮𝐮3dℎ
′ is close to zero on the boundary of the elliptic cylinder, 

which will be the case if h′ is close to zero on this boundary, meaning that the h contours at each vertical level 
align with the −10 and 10 W m −2 surface Q* contours used to define the boundary. At latitudes near the equator, 
we expect the h contours to roughly align with the Q* contours because Q* is forcing anomalous warming and 
moistening in the ascent region and anomalous cooling and drying in the descent region. If this is approximately 
the case, then Equation 12 and the equivalent for the descent region gives that

⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

+ ⟨𝐮𝐮 ⋅ ∇𝜕⟩𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≃

⟨
𝜔𝜔
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑏𝑏

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

⟩

𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒

. (13)

Continuing to assume that h′ is close to zero on the boundary of the elliptic cylinder and repeating the derivation 
of Equation 10 but using 𝐴𝐴 GMS

𝑏𝑏
wc gives that

𝛿𝛿𝜔𝜔𝑤𝑤−𝑒𝑒 ≃ −𝛿𝛿GMS
𝑏𝑏
wc
. (14)

We evaluate the extent to which Equations 13 and 14 hold by looking at Figure 7b. We can see that the relation-
ship between WC response and boundary GMSwc response is much closer to the slope −1 line than the relation-
ship between WC response and GMSwc. The extent to which the WC and boundary GMSwc responses depart from 
the slope −1 line is due almost entirely to the neglect of h′ advection because Equation 10 is nearly exact in the 
idealized simulations.
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Our results show that the boundary GMSwc is a better metric than GMSwc for understanding the WC response 
across entrainment rates and climates in the idealized GCM. By contrast, it was sufficient to use the GMSwc in 
the analysis of the CMIP6 and AMIP simulations. Horizontal MSE advection does provide a contribution in 
the CMIP6 and AMIP simulations, but the multimodel mean of this contribution is close to zero and the model 
spread is not as big as the spread in the GMSwc contribution (Figures 1a and 1b). The lesser role for the horizontal 
advection term in the CMIP6 and AMIP simulations may be because of differences in the structure of the WC. 
For example, the lesser role may be because of differences in the pattern of heat fluxes for the warm pool as 
compared to the elliptical anomaly in the idealized simulations or because the range of entrainment parameters is 
not as wide across CMIP6 and AMIP models as across the idealized GCM simulations.

3.6. Boundary GMSwc Response to Warming and Decomposition

Finally, we evaluate the response of boundary GMSwc to warming and compare it to the response of the WC. 
Looking at Figure 8, we find that the responses of boundary GMSwc and WC strength are of opposite sign, consist-
ent with the inverse relationship found in Wills et al. (2017) and in the CMIP6 and AMIP models in Sections 2.2 
and 2.3 (although those results used GMSwc rather than boundary GMSwc). Further, both the weakening of the 
WC and the increase in boundary GMSwc with warming dampen with increasing entrainment rate. However, 
the decreases in WC strength are mostly smaller than the increases in boundary GMSwc, and this reflects that 
the  boundary GMSwc does not fully account for contributions from changes in the horizontal MSE advection.

We decompose the response of boundary GMSwc to warming in the idealized simulation as was done in Section 2.7 
but here we replace GMSwc with boundary GMSwc in Equation 8. Similar to the CMIP6 and AMIP results, the 𝐴𝐴 Δ�̂�𝜔 
contribution is positive and larger in magnitude than the negative Δh contribution (Figure 9). The Δh contribution 
is again the result of compensation between positive contributions due to temperature and geopotential height 
changes and a negative contribution from humidity changes. Again, the contribution from changes in humidity is 
dominated by changes in saturation specific humidity.

As the entrainment rate is increased, the increase in boundary GMSwc with warming becomes weaker. This is 
mostly related to the Δh contribution becoming more negative, but it is partially compensated for by the 𝐴𝐴 Δ�̂�𝜔 
contribution becoming more positive. The more negative changes in Δh are as expected given that entrainment 
makes the atmosphere less stable and has a greater effect in the warmer climate than the control climate (Singh 
& O’Gorman, 2013). Looking at Figures 5c and 5f, since entrainment has more of an effect on 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 in the warmer 
climate, increasing the entrainment rate will also make the 𝐴𝐴 Δ�̂�𝜔 contribution more positive. Thus increasing 

Figure 9. Same as Figure 6 but for idealized general circulation model simulations with varying entrainment rates and using 
the boundary GMSwc instead of GMSwc.
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entrainment does dampen the increase in boundary GMSwc with warming as was expected initially, but there is 
less of an effect than would occur if only changes in MSE were considered.

Figure 9 shows that changes in specific humidity are the main reason that the Δh contribution becomes more 
negative as the entrainment rate increase, while the contribution from changes in temperature does not vary 
noticeably across entrainment rates. Using the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, the greater contribution from 
changes in specific humidity with increasing entrainment is consistent with temperature lapse rates steepening 
with increasing entrainment, and more so in a warmer climate (Held et al., 2007; Singh & O’Gorman, 2013). 
But why do changes in lapse rates with increasing entrainment not affect the temperature contribution? It appears 
to be because entrainment also affects the control-climate boundary GMSwc and Figure 9 shows the fractional 
response to warming. If instead absolute changes in boundary GMSwc with warming are considered (Figure S12 
in Supporting Information S1), the temperature contribution does become less positive as the entrainment rate is 
increased as expected.

4. Conclusions
We have evaluated the response of the WC to warming in comprehensive and idealized GCM simulations using 
an energetic perspective, with an emphasis on the spread in the response across GCM projections. A surprising 
result of our study is that the spread across AMIP models, which all have the same imposed SST, is similar to the 
spread across CMIP6 models, which are coupled to a dynamic ocean. The spread of WC response in the AMIP 
models is 12% K −1and the spread in CMIP6 models is 14% K −1. Still, the strong role of the atmosphere does not 
preclude a role of the ocean since the spread from each component separately need not sum to the total spread of 
the coupled system. In addition, the ascent and descent regions of the WC are not in exactly the same location in 
each GCM which may complicate the comparison of CMIP6 simulations with the AMIP simulations in which the 
SST response is imposed the same way in all models. A potential candidate for the spread across AMIP models 
not considered here is the role of differences in resolution across models, given that WC strength is sensitive to 
resolution in an idealized atmospheric GCM (Silvers & Robinson, 2021).

In an MSE budget analysis of WC strength in CMIP6 and AMIP simulations, a weakening of the WC is related 
primarily to increases in GMSwc, and this weakening is amplified by changes in radiation. The GMSwc thus 
emerges as a key factor, consistent with the heuristic idea that for a given energy input, a higher GMS is associ-
ated with a weaker circulation. Changes in horizontal MSE advection and surface latent and sensible fluxes play 
a smaller role. We find a large spread in WC response to warming across CMIP6 and AMIP models, with GMSwc 
response anticorrelated with WC response. The spread in GMSwc response in AMIP models is 13% K −1, and its 
spread in CMIP6 models is similar at 14% K −1.

The role of radiation is substantial in both CMIP6 and AMIP models. In the CMIP6 models, there is a multimodel 
mean weakening of the WC of 12% K −1 with a multimodel mean contribution of 7% K −1 from radiation. In the 
AMIP models, there is a multimodel mean weakening of the WC of 12% K −1 with a multimodel mean contri-
bution of 5% K −1 from radiation. The radiation contribution is always the same sign as the GMSwc contribution; 
that is, contributing a weakening. Further, the decomposition of the radiation contribution (Figures 1c and 1d) 
indicates a strong role of WC-linked changes in radiation across CMIP6 and AMIP models. We find that cloud 
radiative feedbacks are amplifying the WC responses in CMIP6 and AMIP models, and such feedbacks have been 
previously found to affect the WC strength (e.g., Peters and Bretherton, 2005).

The GMSwc response to warming involves changes in the vertical profiles of MSE and vertical velocity. Both the 
vertical profile of MSE and the shape of the vertical velocity profile contribute to the spread across CMIP6 and 
AMIP simulations in GMSwc response. They are both sensitive to convective entrainment which is an uncertain 
and parameterized process in GCMs. Therefore, we evaluate the role of entrainment in setting GMSwc and WC 
strength in an idealized GCM. To do so, we modify the SBM convection scheme of Frierson (2007) to include a 
simple representation of entrainment. We find that horizontal MSE advection plays an important role in the WC 
in some simulations, which is complicating because we do not have a theory for the relationship between entrain-
ment and horizontal advection. To address this, we define a boundary GMSwc which approximately includes the 
role of horizontal MSE advection while not involving horizontal velocities and horizontal MSE gradients. Rather, 
the boundary GMSwc involves vertical advection of MSE profiles averaged over the boundary of each of the 
ascent and descent regions. We find that the WC weakens with warming, but less so at higher entrainment rates. 
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This is consistent with increases in boundary GMSwc that get weaker with increasing entrainment. The effect of 
increased entrainment on boundary GMSwc response can be understood through the fact that entrainment tends 
to make the atmosphere less stable in terms of the vertical profile of MSE, and it does so to a greater extent in 
the warmer climate. However, entrainment also affects the shape of the vertical-velocity profile, and this tends to 
weaken the effect of entrainment on boundary GMSwc. The results from the idealized GCM provide a demonstra-
tion of a causal linkage between an imposed change in thermal stratification and resulting changes in WC strength 
in a way that is consistent with what would be expected from the energetic analysis.

We conclude that the atmosphere plays a key role in setting the spread in WC response to warming, especially 
through changes in GMSwc and cloud-radiative feedbacks. Convective entrainment influences boundary GMSwc 
response and thus the WC response in the idealized GCM. However, the spread in GMSwc response across CMIP6 
and AMIP models is primarily from intermodel differences in vertical velocity profiles and these intermodel 
differences are much bigger than the spread in vertical velocity profiles that results from changing entrainment 
in the idealized GCM. Thus it seems unlikely that differences in representation of entrainment are the dominant 
source of spread across CMIP6 and AMIP models. Rather, other influences on vertical velocity profiles are likely 
a major cause of the substantial spread in WC response in GCMs. The projected response of vertical velocity 
profiles to climate warming over the tropical oceans has been linked to changes in the horizontal pattern of 
boundary-layer temperature, including through their Laplacian (Back & Bretherton, 2009; Duffy et al., 2020; 
Lindzen & Nigam, 1987). There is no spread in the SST change in the AMIP simulations, but the Laplacian of 
boundary-layer temperature change is not fully determined by the SST change (Duffy et al., 2020). What deter-
mines the changes in the shape of the vertical velocity profiles in the East and West Pacific in particular should 
be investigated in future work.

Appendix A: The Entraining Simplified Betts-Miller Convection Scheme
The simplified Betts-Miller convection scheme of Frierson (2007) relaxes temperature profiles to a moist adia-
bat. Here, the scheme is modified such that temperature profiles are relaxed to a that of an entraining plume. 
The target humidity profile is calculated as in the original scheme using the target temperature profile (based on 
the entraining plume) and a reference relative humidity of 70%. The entrainment rate, ϵ, varies inversely with 
height and is given by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

𝐴𝐴

𝑧𝑧
 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 is a non-dimensional entrainment parameter and z is height. The convection 

scheme represents an ensemble of clouds, each of which detrains at a different level, which is crudely represented 
by the inverse relationship with z. The temperature lapse rate is assumed to be dry-adiabatic below the lifted 
condensation level (LCL). Above the LCL,

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= −𝜖𝜖(𝜕𝑠𝑠 − 𝜕𝑒𝑒), (A1)

where hs = cpT + gz + Lrs is the saturation moist static energy (MSE), rs is the saturation mixing ratio, and he is 
the environmental MSE. Here we use the general circulation model's gridbox MSE to represent the environmental 
MSE. Using the definition of hs gives

𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑔𝑔 + 𝐿𝐿

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= −𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒). (A2)

Using rs = rs (T, p) and applying the hydrostatic equation gives

𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
+ 𝑔𝑔 + 𝐿𝐿

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
− 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝
= −𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒). (A3)

Next, group like terms to give
(
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 + 𝐿𝐿

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

)
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+ 𝑔𝑔 − 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝑝𝑝
= −𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒). (A4)

Rearranging to solve for 𝐴𝐴
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 gives

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
=

−𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒) − 𝑔𝑔 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑐𝑐𝜕𝜕 + 𝐿𝐿
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑠𝑠

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

. (A5)
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Following the original scheme, we approximate the partial derivatives of rs with respect to pressure and temper-
ature as ∂rs/∂p = −rs/p and ∂rs/∂T = Lrs/(RvT 2), respectively, where Rv is the gas constant for water vapor. Substi-
tuting these two expressions into Equation A5 and applying the ideal gas law gives

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
=

−𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒) − 𝑔𝑔

(
1 +

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠

𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕

)

𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 +
𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠

𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕
2

. (A6)

Using the hydrostatic equation and the ideal gas law gives the lapse rate of the entraining plume above the LCL

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕ln𝑝𝑝
=

𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕

𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝
𝜖𝜖(ℎ𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑒𝑒) +

𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕

𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝
+

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠

𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝

1 +
𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠

𝑔𝑔𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣𝜕𝜕
2

. (A7)

Notice that the temperature profile for the entraining plume reduces to a moist adiabat when ϵ = 0.

Data Availability Statement
We acknowledge the World Climate Research Programme, which, through its Working Group on Coupled Mode-
ling, coordinated and promoted CMIP6. We thank the climate modeling groups for producing and making availa-
ble their model output, the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) for archiving the data and providing access, and 
the multiple funding agencies who support CMIP6 and ESGF. Each model and the variant ID of the simulations 
used is listed in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. The modified version of the GFDL idealized moist 
spectral atmospheric model and the analysis scripts used for this work are available on Zenodo at https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.6620842.
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